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Unbalanced tariff structure
• Tariff structure was unbalanced before liberalization all over the
world, mainly because of political reason
• Subscription (connection) fee is/was forced below the cost:
caused local access deficit
• In monopoly market structure local access deficit is cross
financed from the traffic fees priced above the costs (NLD, ILD)
• Are local call prices also below cost? (no)
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Results of unbalanced tariffs in
liberalised environment
• incumbent’s cross financing source disappears because of usage
price decrease and market share loss
• incumbent’s financial viability is not secured (at least in theory)
• inefficient new entrants in the usage markets (cream skimming)
• no development and quality problems on the access market
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How to solve the access deficit problem
• companies can not be forced to operate at a loss
• so incumbent’s claim is justified: eliminate the
deficit or finance it from other sources
Possible solutions:
• financing from a fund (from alternative operators’
payments)
• financing through the interconnect prices (extra
component above the cost based IC price)
• eliminate the access deficit by rebalancing
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Best solution is rebalancing
Theoretically (from economic point of view) the best solution is
rebalancing
EU also requires rebalancing before liberalisation
Rebalancing:
• creating a tariff structure where the tariffs are cost oriented –
no access deficit and cross financing tariffs
• increasing subscription fees, decreasing long distance and
international call prices
• can be controlled by regulator (who set the maximum
measure of subscription fee increase)
• or uncontrolled where operator set the prices freely (under an
aggregate price cap)
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Rebalancing from different point of view (1)
Incumbents – between hell and high water
• good defence against competition (lower the high margins in
the most vulnerable usage market)…
• but accelerates the churn caused by mobile substitution (part
of the lost customers can be won back by the mobile
subsidiary)
• incumbent evaluates the trade-offs

Alternative operators - it is not their interest
• easier to compete with higher margin in the usage market

Mobile operators - like it very much
• accelerates the mobile substitution
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Rebalancing from different point of view (2)
Real changes in residential expenditures in Hungary
(1999 = 100)
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Rebalancing from different point of view (3)
• Politics (government)
– increase of the low user (mostly poor) customers’
expenditure is politically sensitive issue
– rebalancing decreases telecom expenditures of the state

• Regulator:
– need to do it from a professional point of view
– but political aspects also play role in the reality
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The Hungarian experiences
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Milestones of Hungarian Telecom Sector
Development
• 1989 breaking Hungarian Post into three company: post,
telecom, broadcasting
• 1993 privatisation of Matáv
• 1993 appearance of LTOs (Local Telecom Operators) –
serving 30% of the area, 20% of the population of Hungary
• 1993 establishing independent regulatory body
• 1993 granting two GSM 900 mobile licences, and the third
GSM 1800 licence (1999)
• 2002 liberalisation of the fixed telecom market (new
telecom act)
• 01. 01. 2004. adoption of the new EU regulatory framework
(new telecom act)
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Rebalancing in the price regulation
• Concept of rebalancing appeared in 1995, seven years
before liberalization !
• rebalancing factors in the price cap regulation 1995-1998:
for subscription fee basket: +5%, for local call basket +7 %
above; for long distance and international call basket
– 4% below the index (inflation)
• 1999-2001 aggregate price cap (CPI-2%), rebalancing
allowed, but regulator approves the prices
• 2002-2004 aggregate price cap (CPI-3%) and sub cap =
max 10% for the residential subscription fee: that means
possibility of 3-5% increase above inflation (CPI)
• from 2005, residential subs. fee increase cannot exceed the
inflation (CPI) – no further rebalancing
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What has happened in fact
Real price changes in the subscription fees (1994 = 100)
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moderate real price increase between 1994 and 1999
drastic rebalancing in two years 2000, 2001
no rebalancing after 2001 although regulation would have allowed it
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Y2000-2001 rebalancing in detail (1)
Starting points
• 1999 still significant access deficit existed despite
the rebalancing steps in the previous years
• rebalanced tariff structure can not be reached with
moderate rebalancing by the date of liberalisation
(2002)
• drastic steps needed, but the negative impacts on the
residential consumers has to be moderate
• political environment favourable: no election year
• agreement with the Ministry to reach the cost based,
rebalanced tariff structure before liberalisation
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Y2000-2001 rebalancing in details (2)
• 2000: 50% 2001: 27% increase in the residential
subscription fee in nominal terms (36, and 16%
increase in real terms) in Matáv area
• even higher increase in LTO area and for business
customers
• introduction of new sub-cap for the residential
basket with a max 6% value
• obligation for operators to introduce low user
tariff package in order to moderate the negative
impacts for residential customers
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Y2000-2001 rebalancing in details (3)
Fixed voice price changes in Hungary in real terms (1998 = 100)
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Significant decrease needed in all usage price (even in
local call prices) to remain below the 6% limit for the
residential basket
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The low user tariff package (1)
• Objective:
– reduce the burden of rebalancing for low user residential
customers

• Features
– every residential customer could choose (self selective)
– much lower subscription fee (equals to the subscription
fee before the increase) than that of the normal package
– normal usage prices only for a limited traffic (500 HUF:
app. 2 euros) ~ 20 minutes
– triple usage prices for the traffic above the limit
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The low user tariff package (2)
• Obligation for the operators: penetration of the low user
package should achieve 12,5% of the residential customers
in 2 years (otherwise they had to compensate the
customers)
• Package was very popular: more than 25% of the res.
subscriber chose it by the end of 2003
• 2002 regulatory framework defined the low user package as
a universal service that the incumbent operators provides at
a loss (because of the lower subscription fee)
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Drawbacks of the low user package
• universal service fund was set up compensating the fixed
incumbents’ loss
• the reported loss was very large because of the high
penetration of the low user package
• that required significant contributions from the other
(primarily mobile) operators, who was extremely
disappointed because of financing the „rich” incumbents
• concept and funding of universal services changed, and
new sales of low user package was stopped from 2004 (but
the former subscribers can use it)
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Impact of rebalancing on the penetrations (1)
Fixed and mobile Penetration in Hungary
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fixed penetration started to decrease, while mobile grew by
more than 4 times betwen 1999-2002
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Impact of rebalancing on the penetrations (2)
Development of the residential access lines in Matáv area
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Impact was stronger on the residential access
Residential access lines decreased by 13% between 1999-2002
There are other explanatory factors – i.e. mobile substitution
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Hungarian charges are close to EU average

Source: EU, 10th report on on the implementation of the telecommunications regulatory package
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The Hungarian story is not so nice…
• after the two drastic rebalancing steps Matáv
stated, that access deficit is still existent in 2002
• regulator was not able to deny it, but did not want
to let further rebalancing in 2002 (election year,
and first year of liberalisation)
• access deficit contribution element was built in the
interconnect fees: high IC fees hindered
development of the competition
• universal service contribution went high because
the penetration of the low user package was very
high
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At what level are the tariffs balanced?
• defining the exact measure is hard task for the regulator,
because of the information asymmetry
• picture in the EU is not really consistent

Source: EU, 9th report on on the implementation of the telecommunications regulatory package

: rebalancing not completed
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Another example

4th Report on monitoring of EU Candidate Countries (Telecommunication
Services Sector) prepared by IBM for the EU

: rebalancing completed
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Lessons from the Hungarian experiences (1)
• incumbents have significantly higher lobbying
power in the years of elections (subscription fee
increase seems more threatening for politicians and
regulators)
• exact level of the cost based tariffs is not easy to
determine
• building extra access deficit contribution fee into
the interconnection fees was a mistake, proved
harmful for the competition
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Lessons from the Hungarian experiences (2)
• widespread subsidised low user package does not
solve the problem, just transform it (from access
deficit to universal services contribution)
• in the presence of strong mobile sector the
incumbents ability to rise the subscription fees is
reduced significantly
• eliminating the access deficit contribution from the
IC fees and changing the universal service system
from 2004, the Hungarian fixed voice market is on
a right way
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Conclusions for the South-Eastern
European countries (1)
• Rebalancing is a necessary condition of a liberalised
market
• Rebalancing has negative impact on the fixed
penetration (but positive on mobile)
• Price-cap regulation is an appropriate framework
for rebalancing and a sub-cap for the residential
basket can limit the burden of the consumers, but
not for all
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Conclusions for the South-Eastern
European countries (2)
• Avoid widespread subsidisation of low user
packages (incumbent will introduce it anyway in
order to limit mobile churn)
• Limit the subsidised universal services in a focused
way to the really needy customers
• Uncontrolled rebalancing under a price cap can be
an option; strong mobile sector can control the
excessive fixed subscription fee increase
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